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Abstract
Analog optical signal processing has dramatically transcended the speed and energy limitations
accompaniedwith its digitalmicroelectronic counterparts.Motivated by recentmetasurface’s
evolution, the angular scattering diversity of a reciprocal passive bianisotropicmetasurface with
normal polarization is utilized in this paper to design amulti-channelmeta-computing surface,
performingmultiple advancedmathematical operations on input fields coming fromdifferent
directions, simultaneously. Here, the employed ultra-thin bianisotropicmetasurface computer is
theoretically characterized based on generalized sheet transition conditions and susceptibility tensors.
The operators of choice are deliberately dedicated to asymmetric integro-differential equations and
image processing functions, like edge detection and blurring. To clarify the concept, we present several
illustrative simulations whereby diverse wave-basedmathematical functionalities have been
simultaneously implementedwithout any additional Fourier lenses. The performance of the designed
metasurface overcomes the nettlesome restrictions imposed by the previous analog computing
proposals such as bulky profiles, asserting only singlemathematical operation, andmost importantly,
supporting only the even-symmetric operations for normal incidences. Besides, the realization
possibility of the proposedmetasurface computer is conceptually investigated via picturing the
angular scattering behavior of several candidatemeta-atoms. This work opens a new route for
designing ultra-thin devices executing parallel and accelerated optical signal/image processing.

1. Introduction

The study of analog computing scheme has been one of the hottest areas of the optical domain over the past few
years and despite the prevalence of traditional digital integrated electronic-based technologies, it has had a
profound impact across themodern photonic requisitions [1]. Optical signal processing brings together various
fields of optics and signal processing to acquire high-speedmathematical functions that can potentially operate
at the line rate offiber optic communications [2]. Thesemathematical operators can be either simple like the
first-order integrator/differentiator or complex like integro-differentiation equation solvers and image
processing functions.

Constant-coefficient ordinary differential and integro-differential equations represent a vast variety of basic
engineering systems and physical phenomena in virtually anyfield of science and engineering, including
temperature diffusion processes, physical problems ofmotion subject to acceleration inputs and frictional
forces, time-domain circuit responses and so on [3]. In order to solve differential equations in photonic domain,
exploiting from an all-optical differentiator or integrator is indispensable. The recent efforts to realize integro-
differential equation solver operators unveil three contemplative solutions in photonic territory. The first one
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requires an optical feedback loop [4, 5], while the second one relies on an engineered temporal impulse response
[6]. Fiber gratings [5], siliconmicro-ring resonator [7], and all-optical differentiator [6] have been proposed as
some candidates for implementation of these solutions.However, in addition to involving either a redundant
loop [8] or an additional optical pump [9], the configuration of these schemes suffer frommicroelectronic
limitations regarding operational speed, power consumption and significantly larger size, which is inappropriate
in the new generation of optical systems [3, 10]. Besides, the proposals in [4, 5] only investigate thefirst-order
differential equations. The newly sprouted terminology, i.e. ‘metamaterial-assisted optical signal processing’ or
‘computationalmetamaterials’ pioneered by Silva et al [11], has offered the third solution through providing a
new venue for executing the signal processing functions in optics. The prominent wave-matter-interacting
capabilities ofmetamaterial family suggest a variety of intriguingwave-based phenomena such as all-optical
logics [12], all-optical differentiators and integrators [13–15] and somemore sophisticated computing
operators, such as differential and integro-differential equation solvers or/and image processing tools at the
miniaturized hardware level [4, 6, 7, 9]. The design of these freshly germinatedmeta-computing devices are still
ongoingwithin two distinct frameworks of Fouriermethod andGreen’s function (GF) approach [16]. Unlike
bulky designs arising fromadditional Fourier sub-blocks in the former case, in theGF strategy, the computing
metamaterial directly realizes the desired spatial impulse response at the outputwithout any additional sub-
blocks [17–19]. Nevertheless,most of themetamaterial-assisted proposals for solving integro-differential
equations are based on the bulky Fourier designs [3, 10]. For instance, Zhang et al proposed and designed the
dielectricmetamaterial blocks to solve some particular forms of the ordinary differential equations [3]. In [10],
by employing Fouriermetalenses, a highly efficient but bulkymetadevice was designed to get the solution of
ordinary differential and integro-differential equationswith constant coefficients. Albeit, there aremetamaterial
designs based onGF approach proposed for image processing [18]. Amultitude of attempts have been also
devoted to advance the functionality of all-optical signal processing architectures where several theoretical/
experimental demonstrations have been lately published [20, 21]. For instance, the authors in [20] have
demonstrated that the Laplacian operation can be implemented by photonic crystal slab device in the
transmissionmode. Zhu et alhave shown that the interference effects associatedwith surface plasmon
excitations at a singlemetaldielectric interface can perform spatial differentiation and edge detectionwithout
any Fourier lens [21]. Roberts et al have provided a framework to illustrate the capacity of spatially dispersive
modes in uniformmetasurfaces formodifying or enhancing the input image contrast andmanipulating the
spatial content of the incident field in analog optical information processing [22]. In a nutshell, however, all
existing optical processing proposals still suffer from slow responses [11], supporting only the even symmetry
operations for normal incidences [20, 21], working for a certain incident angle or polarization [16, 21], and
solving only one integro-differential equation [3, 10]. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, realizing such
advanced optical signal processing functions via theGF approach has not been addressed, yet.

In another context,metasurfaces are known as two-dimensional versions of themetamaterial family [23] at
subwavelength scales which cover a broad scope of applications due to their strong interactionswith light and
ease of fabrication [24]. They provide prominent abilities for polarizing [25–28], absorbing [29–32], channeling
[33–40], and processing [41–44]waves, especially within optical frequencies. Several analytical frameworks have
been recently developed to synthesizemetasurfaces atmicroscopic tomacroscopic scales such as impedance/
admittancematrices [45, 46], generalized sheet transition conditions (GSTCs) by susceptibility tensors [47, 48],
polarizability tensors [49–51], and local complex scattering parameters [39, 52–54]. These analytical or at least
semi-analytical frameworks have commonbasis in concept ofmodelingmetasurfaces as zero-thickness
bianisotropic sheets, gathering effective tensorial parameters. Seamlessly, theymostly ignore the presence of
normal polarizations (or currents)with respect to themetasurface plane [55]. This is while adding normal
polarization dramatically expands the scope of available wave-based functionalities and plays a vital role, as a
newdegree of freedom (d.o.f), in engineering the angular scattering behavior of the bianisotropicmetasurfaces
especially, when an asymmetric angular scattering behavior is of interest [55].While such unprecedented d.o.f
provided by normal polarizability componentsmight be an avenue tomutate the properties of all-optical analog
computers (like integro-differential equation solvers or image processors), there has been no reportmanifesting
the unique scattering features of bianisotropicmetasurfaces inwave-based analog computers, so far.

The problem in this paper is how to design ‘computationalmetasurfaces’ for thefirst time to provide suitable
angular scattering diversity for realizingmultiple advanced optical signal processing operators at the same time.
Wewillmainly epitomize the operators associatedwith solving the integro-differential equations and applying
the image processing. The basic problem can be formulated quite simply: In this article, using theGSTC/
susceptibility tensor formalism and theGF approach, we design a single reciprocal passive bianisotropic
metasurface augmented by normal polarization to apply parallel/independentmathematical functions on
multiple input signal fields coming fromdifferent directions. Here, we focus on the transmission operational
mode as it allows themetasurface to be directly exploited as the first layer of an image recognition system.We
will break the irritating restrictions of the current analog computing schemes such as implementing only single
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mathematical operation or even functions of transverse wavemomentum at normal direction arising from
angular symmetry of reflection/transmission coefficients around θ=0. Besides, the realization possibility of
the proposedmetasurface computer is conceptually investigated via picturing the angular scattering behavior of
several candidatemeta-atoms. In order to clarify the concept, we present several illustrative examples whereby
diverse wave-basedmathematical functionalities including solving asymmetric integro-differential equations,
edge detection and image blurring have been demonstrated. The parallelmetasurface-assisted scheme paves the
way towards the implementation of analogmathematical operators to accelerate the optical signal and image
processing routines, significantly.

2. Theoretical framework

2.1. Integro-differential equations
Figures 1(a), (b) graphically sketches themain idea for performing the parallel optical signal processing based on
the susceptibility-GSTCs formalism.Here, we exploit a reciprocal passive bianisotropicmetasurface computer
consisting of a periodic/uniform array of polarizablemeta-atoms in z=0 plane, which acts as a two-
dimensional EMdiscontinuity upon illuminating by external sources. Throughout the paper, wewill also
assume the time-dependence wej t omitted for conciseness. Before delving into themathematical presentations,
themain target of the paper is conceptually epitomized, here: themetasurface computer designed in this paper
should provide different independent processing channels whereby it will be responsible formanipulating the
transverse field profile of the input signals impinging from each channel and then reflecting/transmitting them
into the same spatial channel. Indeed, themetasurface computer with a set of surface susceptibility components
c c c c( ), , ,ee em me mm , can generate an outputfieldwith the desired transversal spatial dependency of ( )e xref tran

TE TM

in transmission/reflectionmodewhen an arbitrary inputfield having the spatial dependence ( )e xinc
TE TM excites

it. Systematically speaking, ( )e xinc
TE TM and ( )e xref tran

TE TM can be thought of as the input and output signals of our
linear system, where, the angular EM response of themetasurface computer (transmission or reflection
coefficient versus incident wave angle) determines the corresponding transfer function in the spatial Fourier
domain, respectively. Since solving the integro-differential equations in the field of optical computing has been
oppressed in recent years, among all possible wave-based processing operators, our focus in this paper ismainly
concentrated on the solutions of the constant-coefficient ordinary differential equation (CODE) and integro-
differential equation (CIDE). Such solutions are of great significance as these equations canmodel various
fundamental physical phenomena and engineering systems including physical problems ofmotion subject to
acceleration inputs and frictional forces, temperature diffusion processes, time-domain circuit responses and so
on [3, 10]. Regarding the input and output transverse field profiles, we consider the following second-order
CODE and thefirst-order CIDE as [10]

a b+ + =
( )

( ) ( ) ( )( )e x

x

e

x
e x e x

d

d

d

d
, 1

2
ref tran

2

ref tran x
ref tran inc

òx t+ + =
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
e x

x
e x e x x e x

d

d
d , 2

ref tran
ref tran ref tran inc

inwhich,α,β, ξ, η, and τ stand for any positive parameters which can be arbitrarily chosen.We should remark
that the inputfield, ( )e xinc

TE TM , should be integrable in the solving domain of Î ¥ ¥( )x , . Taking the Fourier
transformation from equations (1), (2)manifests the required impulse response of the computing system in the

Figure 1. (a)The schematic sketch of the proposedmultichannel bianisotropicmetasurface characterized by susceptibility tensors.
(b)The input and output signals of themetasurface computer in our advanced optical signal/image processing scheme.
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spatial domain (called as the spatial transfer function) as

b a
=

+ -
˜ ( ) ( )G k

j k k

1
, 3x

x x
1 2

t x
=

+ -
˜ ( ) ( )G k

jk

j k k
. 4x

x

x x
2 2

Here, the solutions can be calculated by ( )e xref tran = ´- [ ˜ ( ) ( ( ))]F G k F e xx
1

inc inwhich F and F−1 represent
the operation of Fourier and inverse Fourier transform, respectively, and kx denotes the spatial frequency
variable in the Fourier space. From a general viewpoint, the transfer function required to solve equations (1), (2)
has an asymmetric behavior (no odd- or even-symmetry)with respect to kx variable. Accordingly, the current
GF-based analog computing proposals fail to solve these equations for inputfields coming fromboresight
direction, as they can realize transfer functionswith only even-symmetrymathematical operators for normal
incidences [20, 21]. There are three important points: Firstly, theGF-based CODE and/orCIDE solving optical
devices have not been reported, yet. Secondly, the current capabilities for realization ofGF-based computational
metamaterials [20, 21] can only deal with particular cases of CIDE andCODE, albeit, for oblique processing
channels. Thirdly, finding suitablemeta-atoms to realize such complex spatial transfer functionswill be very
sophisticated and time-consuming if we deal with the problemby trial and error. Therefore, we have to provide a
general synthesis frameworkwhereby themeta-atoms occupying themetasurface computer can be elaborately
tailored so that the angular trend of their reflection/transmission coefficientmimics the required spatial
dependency of equations (3), (4) For this purpose, we borrow the irrefutable capacity of the longitudinal
polarizability components describing the bianisotropicmetasurfaces to engineer the angular scattering response
ofmeta-atoms upon illuminating fromdifferent directions [55].

2.2. Susceptibility-GSTCs formalism
Theoretically speaking, wewill derive rigorous expressions in this section to extract the necessary conditions
through ‘which the kx-dependency of the operators of choice, i.e. the spatial transfer functions of equations (3),
(4) can be physically realized. Commonly, theGFs provided by an array of polarizablemeta-atoms has a tensorial
format for TE andTMpolarizationswhich can bewritten as

º
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥( )

˜ ( ) ˜ ( )
˜ ( ) ˜ ( )

( )G k
S k S k

S k S k
, 5x

x x

x x

TE TM
TE TE TE TM

TM TE TM TM

where ( )˜S kx refers to the functionality of the reflection (R) or transmission (T) coefficient of the bianisotropic
metasurface from the incident wave angle. Thefirst and second superscripts also represent the polarization of
the input and output waves, respectively. According to equation (5), theGF relates the transverse profile of the
inputfield to that of the reflected or transmitted field. The spatial transfer functions belonging to themetasurface
computer can be extracted using theGSTCs formalism inwhich themetasurface transition conditions read [47]

w´ D = - ´  ˆ ˆ ( )z j zH P M , 6z

wm
e

D ´ = -  ´ 
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ˆ ˆ ( )z j zE M

P
7z

0

inwhich,DE andDH are the difference of the electric andmagnetic fields on both sides of themetasurface
computer, respectively.P andM represent the electric andmagnetic polarization densities induced on the
bianisotropicmetasurface. Assuming, the susceptibility tensor componentsmay relate the polarization densities
to the average electric andmagnetic fields on both sides of themetasurface computer as

e c c m e= +¯̄ ¯̄ ( )P E H , 80 ee av em 0 0 av

c c
e
m

= + ( )M H E . 9mm av me
0

0
av

Here, ò0 andη0 are the permittivity and the intrinsic impedanceof the freespace, respectively. In themost general
case, each susceptibility tensor appearing in equations (8), (9) includes both longitudinal and tangential components,
i.e. 36 susceptibilities.Considering all of themduring themetasurface design causes the problem tobepractically
difficult to solve, especially in thepresence of spatial derivatives in equations (6), (7). Consequently, the normal
susceptibilities are typically not taken into account for simplicity, as justifiedby the fact that it is generally possible to
findan equivalentmetasurfacewithpurely tangential polarizations [56]. Such an assumption, however, has its own
restrictions inourproposal.Most importantly, equating themetasurfaces havingpurely tangential polarizationswith
those exhibiting bothnormal and tangential ones is generally limited to the case of identical single excitation [55]. It
follows that if the incidence angle of the input processing channel varies, e.g.multi-channelmetasurfaces in this
paper, the purely tangentialmetasurfacewill not generate the same angular scattering as the equivalentmetasurface
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withpurely tangential components. Therefore, the presence of normal polarizations plays an important role
throughout this paper andbring about additional functionalities, aswill be shown thenceforth. Tohave an intuitive
awareness of how the angular scattering response of a bianisotropicmetasurface depends on its normal
susceptibilities,webegin the studywith a simplifiedbut yet pertinent scenario. For the sake of brevity, theTM-
polarized illumination is only consideredhere. Theproblemof analog computing forTE-polarized inputfields can
be addressed in a similar fashion (supplementary appendixA stacks.iop.org/NJP/21/113048/mmedia). Keeping
the reciprocity, losslessness, andpolarizationpreservation criteria inmind, the susceptibility components thatmay
be excited in this case are

c
c c

c c
c

c

c

c c c c c

= =

= =
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The reciprocity conditions are c c c c= =¯̄ ¯̄ ¯̄ ¯̄,T T
ee ee mm mm and c c= -¯̄ ¯̄T

me em, and hence yield c c=xz zx
ee ee ,

c c= -xy yx
em me, and c c= -zy yz

em me [47]. In this case, the reflection and transmission coefficients in the spatial
Fourier space can be expressed in terms of themetasurface susceptibilities as shown in [55], and are given by
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Equations (12), (13) are spatially dispersivemathematical functions that can potentially imitate the same
spatial transfer functions of equations (3), (4) in the transmission or reflectionmode, respectively. Although
there exist several reports on the computing systems realizing operators with odd symmetry for oblique
incidences [16, 18], most of the currentGF-based analog computing proposals can only construct transfer
functionswith even symmetry at normal incidences [57].

For instance, if solving an asymmetric CIDEorCODE in the transmissionmode of a normally oriented
processing channel is of interest, the bianisotropicmeta-atomsmust treat differently against input fields
propagating along θ and−θ directions. As can be noticed from equation (12), arming themetasurface computer
with cxz

ee and c
xy
em components, affiliates the transmission transfer function to kx variable, as an asymmetric

function of θ. To visualize the concept, let us consider the diagrammatic representation offigure 2 inwhich the
normal susceptibilities of themetasurfacemakes T1 2 to be intrinsically different with T1 3. The other normal
susceptibility componentsmay not be effective to break the angular symmetry of the transmission transfer
function, e.g. czz

ee reveals kx
2 in the relationswhich in turn is an even-symmetric function of θ.We can conclude

that existing a normal polarization, specifically cxz
ee , is inevitable for breaking the compulsive angular symmetry

accompaniedwith the transmission function of the bianisotropicmetasurfaces. Eventually, theGF-based
GSTCs formalismmay feasibly offer a zero-thickness homogeneous, reciprocal, and passive surface for solving
the general formof the integro-differential equations in the transmission channel, without any additional bulky
Fourier lens.

From a realization point of view, the angular response of the individualmeta-atoms should be conceptually
assessed, because the angular scattering properties of a given reciprocalmetasurface has the same symmetries as

Figure 2.The role of normal susceptibilities for a bianisotropicmetasurface with complex orientations of themeta-atoms in both
vertical and horizontal directions to construct an angular asymmetric transmission response [].
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those of itsmeta-atoms [55]. Geometrically, three types of symmetries are conceivable for the constituentmeta-
atoms [58]: a reflection symmetry through the z-axis (σz), a 180°-rotation symmetry around the y-axis (C2), and
a reflection symmetry through the x-axis (σx). Regarding a reciprocalmetasurface, the angular spectrumof the
reflection coefficient exposes aσz symmetry [58], while that of the transmission coefficient has aC2 symmetry
[55, 58].Most importantly, a bianisotropicmetasurface with both normal and tangential susceptibilities is
macroscopically achievedwhen the occupyingmeta-atoms do notmicroscopically render any geometrical
symmetry. In this case, in linewith our intention, the angular scattering response does not append any symmetry
beyond those dictated by reciprocity. In fact, when themeta-atoms are deprived of any geometrical symmetry,
the resultantmetasurfacewill present cxz

ee , c
zx
ee , c

xy
em and cyx

me were required for realizing the asymmetric
mathematical operators. In order to demonstrate the concept, let us consider themeta-atomoffigure 3(a)
comprising of two identical gold rods located a the distance 130 nm from each other. They have a square cross
section of 380 nmand a length of 1.67 nmand are periodically repeatedwith the periodicity of 2 μmand
1.28 μmalong the x- and y-directions, respectively. The presentedmeta-atomhas ideal symmetry through both
x- and z-directions so that it reveals allC2,σz andσx symmetry properties. Themeta-atomoffigure 3(d) consists
of a gold rod and a L-shaped structure with the interspace distance of 130 nm. It has the same square cross
section and the same periodicity butwith the arm length of 1.06 nm.Contrarily, such a scattering particle would
neither beσz symmetric norC2 symmetric but it would beσx symmetric. The phase and amplitude of the
resulting transmission (solid lines) and reflection (dashed lines) coefficients are plotted for bothmeta-atoms in
figures 3(b), (c), (e), and (f), respectively. As can be deduced from figures 3(b), (c), the transmission amplitude
and phase results of the firstmeta-atom exhibit a perfect angular symmetric behavior. As expected, the second
meta-atombreaking both vertical and horizontalmirror symmetries, has desirably an angular asymmetric
transmission (see figures 3(e), (f)). Conceptually, the proposedmeta-atomof the second type can be potentially
established to elaboratelymimic the required kx-dependency (non-locality) of equations (3), (4)

3.Metasurface-assisted optical signal processing

Up to now,we have proposed the concept of a bianisotropicmetasurface with normal polarizations potentially
capable of realizing theGF (kernel) associatedwith general linearmathematical operations. The problemof
designing ametasurface exhibiting desired k-dependent (θ-dependent)non-local transmission or reflection
coefficient for all transversemomentums in the range of ∣ ∣kx <k0may not admit a general closed-form
analytical solution [11]. Indeed, it is generally challenging to extract the susceptibilities of a bianisotropic
metasurface to produce a desired angular transmission or reflection spectrum for performing a signal processing
mission. Therefore, themetasurface synthesis will be treated as a nonlinear optimization problemwhich should
be numerically solved. According to the role of each susceptibility tensor, for each example, the neutral

Figure 3.The angular scattering behavior of two different reciprocalmeta-atoms atλ0=4.166 μm. (a), (b)The geometry of the
meta-atoms. The 2D angular spectrumbelonging to the amplitude/phase of the transmission coefficients for (c) thefirst and (d) the
secondmeta-atom.
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components are set to zero. Then, we seek for those susceptibilities for which the difference between desiredGF
(for instance, equations (3), (4) and the synthesized one (transmission or reflection coefficient of themetasurface
in equations (12), (13)) isminimizedwithin the range of ∣ ∣kx <k0. The error function is defined as the sumof
squares of the differences at afinite number ofN samples for both real and imaginary parts:

å å= - + -
= =

( [ ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )]) ( [ ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )]) ( )E w G k H k w G k H kRe Im . 14
i

N

x x
i

N

x x
1

re ideal meta
2

1
im ideal meta

2

Here, H̃meta(kx) refers to the angular-dependent reflection or transmission coefficient of the bianisotropic
metasurface obtained from equations (12), (13) andwre andwim represent theweight coefficients that can be
established to selectively fine the real and imaginary parts, respectively. For single-operator scenarios, the
optimization is applied on a certain part of the angular spectrum, while, formulti-operatormetasurfaces, the
best susceptibilities should be searched among all possible solutions tominimize the error for two ormore
distinct angular regions. Besides, it should be noted that while there are numerous combinations of
susceptibility components which can be the possible solutions of the same desiredGreenʼs function,most of
them turn out to be unpractical.We are thus generally left with only a few practically valid solutions.

3.1. Single-channelmetasurface
In this section, wewill demonstrate some possible wave-based functionalities that can be unlocked by the
proposedmetasurface computer, as the fundamental block realizing the operator(s) of choice. One of themost
importantmathematical functions that has been less explored in the literature is the first-order differentiation
operator (d/dx)whose spatial transfer function can bewritten as =( )G k jkx x. The reason behind this
carelessness ismostly related to the complex implementation of such an kx-odd-symmetry transfer function
[19], especially for normally incident input signals. It should be remembered that, in this case, an asymmetric
transmission coefficient with respect to the incident anglemust be presented by the designedmetasurface
computer. The full-tensorial description of the analog computing interface in this paper gives us an
unprecedented d.o.f tomasterly design a simple reciprocal bianisotropicmetasurface with longitudinal
susceptibility components applying d/dx operator on both polarized and un-polarized normal incidences.
Figure 4 displays the synthesized and requiredGF of the designedmetasurface programmed for transmitting the
first-order derivation of the inputfield-profile.

As can be seen, the designed interface having normal polarization successfullymimics the exact asymmetric
spatial transfer functionwith an odd phase jump at θ=0. The corresponding susceptibility components are
given in the caption of the samefigure. To inspect the performance of themetasurface differentiation, it is
normally excited by different input spatial signals (see figure 5(a)) and the transmitted signals are presented in
figure 5(b). In an exact accordance with our expectation from thefirst-order differentiation, the cosine function
is converted to the negative sinusoidal profile, theGaussian-shaped signal ismapped to its exact derivative, the
vertical jumps in the input signal cause delta-like signatures in the transmitted profiles, andfinally spatially
constant regions in the inputfield yield a zero zone in the output signal. In overall, the exact 1st-derivative of all
input signals has a perfect overlapwith the simulated one egressing themetasurface fromnormal transmissive
channel. This is a basicmathematical operator whichwill be expanded in the next section for solvingCODEs or
CIDEs.

3.2.Multi-channelmetasurface
Smart realization and parallel computing can be pointed as two general and effectivemethods to accelerate the
signal processing schemes. The parallel processing is aimed at duplicating the computational channels of a single
metasurface to executemultiple differentmathematical operations at the same time. Each processing task is

Figure 4.The amplitude andphase of theGFassociatedwith thefirst-order differentiation realizedby the single-operatormetasurface for
TM-polarization. The synthesized and idealGFs are indicatedwith solid anddashed lines, respectively. The employed susceptibility
components are as follow c = - k0.653xx

ee 0, c = k5.6438xz
ee 0, c = k4.370zz

ee 0, c = - j k1.475xy
em 0, c = - j k3.418zy

em 0, and
c = k2.785yy

mm 0 while the other susceptibilities are set to be zero.
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performed entirely and separately by a certain spatial channel opened by themetasurface computer.Merging all
required functionalities within ametasurface-based architecture, in turn, will reduce the demand for additional
hardwares, enhance the analog computing rate, and the compatibility with integrated photonicmeta-devices
[3, 19]. The hardware acceleration is one of the key necessities for todaysmodern optical processing, especially in
commercial applications with the need for real-time performance. In this section, we explore amulti-operator
bianisotropicmetasurface, which enables independent parallel channels for solving the integro-differential
equations, as the focal spot of this paper.

Consider a computational scenario inwhich two input signals collide to a reciprocal bianisotropic
metasurface from two input processing channels with distinct angular directions. Upon disparate interacting
with themetasurface computer and depending on the kx-modulation of the spatial transfer function dictated by
the surface susceptibility tensor, the input signals of different channelsmay be differentlymapped to the
corresponding transmitted field profiles. Conceptually, the schematic sketch of themulti-channel analog
computingmetasurface is shown infigure 6. To demonstrate the parallel computing capability of the proposed
scheme, we design a bianisotropicmetasurface integrating two separate but simultaneous processing channels,
one of which is dedicated to solve the kx-asymmetric second-order CODEof equation (1), for normal input
signals (θi=0°) in transmissionmode and the other one is devoted to the 1st-differentiation operation for the
oblique input signals (q ¹ 0i ) in reflectionmode. As discussed, ˜ ( )G kx1 associatedwith theCODE solving
operator has generally an asymmetric behavior around kx=0. Therefore, wemust exploit normal susceptibility
components to implement such an operator. TheCODE’s channel parameters are set as θi=50°,β=1.3 and
α=1. For the sake of comparison, figures 7(a), (b) plot the exact and the synthesized spatial transfer functions
(the phase and amplitude of the transmission or reflection coefficient versus the incident angle) associatedwith
these two channels opened by the designedmetasurface. Figure 7(a) is related to the second-order CODE in
transmissionwhilefigure 7(b) pertains to the 1st-differentiation operation in reflection. The constituent
susceptibility components involved in themetasurface design are listed in caption of the samefigure. As can be
noticed, relying on the unique features arising from those normal susceptibility elements required for imposing
the kx-asymmetric behavior, the transfer functions associatedwith the both operators of choice are effectively
synthesized. Arbitrarily, the input signal of both normally and obliquely-oriented channels are chosen as a Sinc-
shaped function. Figures 7(c), (d) present the input and output signals of the normally and obliquely oriented
channels, respectively, as well as the exact solutions for the consideredCODE and the 1st-differentiation.We can
clearly see that the transmitted and reflected signals captured at θi=0° and θi=50° directions complywell

Figure 5. Illustration of the first-order differentiation operation. (a)Different input signals impinging on the bianisotropic
metasurface computer fromnormally oriented processing channel. (b)The corresponding transmitted (output) signals in comparison
to the exact derivative of the input signals.
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with the ideal solution of the asymmetric CODE and ( )e x xd dinc , respectively . An excellent agreement between
simulated and benchmark results has been achievedwhen the normalized spectral beamwidth of the input
signals lies within ∣ ∣W k0.2 0, an accurate regime displayed inside figures 7(a), (b). In a similar fashion, ˜ ( )G kx2

required for solving the general formof theCIDEof equation (2) has an asymmetric behavior around kx=0. A
multi-channel analogousmetasurface is adopted here to solve a kx-asymmetric CIDE (θi=0°) in the normal
transmissive channel and reflect 1st-differentiation operation of the input signal coming fromoblique channels
(q ¹ 0i ), at the same time. In this case, we set the CIDE’s channel parameters as θi=63°, τ=1.5 and ξ=1.3.
Figures 8(a), (b) plot the exact and the synthesized transfer functions in the spatial Fourier domain, describing
the signal processing transformation dedicated to each computing channel. Figure 8(a) demonstrates theGF of
CIDE solving operator whilefigure 8(b) belongs to that of the 1st-differentiation operator.Moreover,
figures 8(c), (d) display the input and output signals when passing through the transmissive (θ=0°) and
reflective (θ=63°) channels of the elaborately-designedmetasurface. For comparison, the exact solutions of
theCIDE and the 1st-differentiation are also depicted in thesefigures. The conformity between the simulated
and exact results remains perfect as long as the spectral beamwidth of the input signals lies inside the accurate
region. In conclusion, in spite of dealingwith single and particular formofCODE/CIDE [3, 10] in bulk scales,
the zero-thicknessmulti-channelmetasurface offigure 1 can correctly and robustly do themission of solving
multiple general (even asymmetric)CODEs/CIDEswithout any Fourier lens. Eventually, it is worthmentioning
that the proposedGF-based approach can be also utilized to solve higher-order differential equationswith a
more complex functionality from kx (supplementary appendix B).

Figure 6.Multiple processing channels provided by a bianisotropicmetasurface augmented by normal polarizations for executing
parallel advanced signal/image processing operations upon exciting fromdifferent directions.

Figure 7.The amplitude and phase of theGFs associatedwith (a) theCODE solving operators implemented for θ=0° and θ=50°
channels, respectively. The input signals of both channels are a Sinc-shaped function. The synthesized and ideal GFs are indicatedwith
solid and dashed lines, respectively and (b) thefirst-order differentiation. (c), (d)The input and output signals of the normal and
oblique channels, respectively. The values of the non-zero susceptibility components are c = - k0.721xx

ee 0, c = - k0.642xz
ee 0,

c = - k1.750zz
ee 0, c = - j k8.888zy

em 0, and c = k0.732yy
mm 0 .
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4.Metasurface-assisted image processing

One of the other advanced applications of analog optical computing is image processing inwhich the spatial
filtering is known as a fundamental step. To recognize objects inside a pre-specified image, the spatial
differentiation enables the extraction of boundaries between two regionswith different texture characteristics,
referred to thewell-known edge detection terminology [17, 21, 57]. On the other hand, Gaussian smoothing is
an image processing functionwhich is widely applied to the images, typically to reduce noise and detail [59–61].
In image blurring, the edge content is diminished to some extent,making the transition formone region to the
other one very smoothly. It can be conventionally established in the vision, photography, andmedical imaging
applications [59].Mathematically, applying aGaussian blur to an image is the same as convolving the imagewith
aGaussian function. From the Fourier viewpoint, this is also known as a two-dimensionalWeierstrass transform
[62]. Keeping these two functionalities inmind, wewish to assign other processingmissions to themulti-
operator bianisotropicmetasurface: transmitting the edge-detected image and reflecting the blurred image at
the same time for input images coming fromnormal processing channel.

TheGFassociatedwith1Dblurringprocess has the following spatial content: a relatively high intensity near the
center (kx=0)with a gradual reduction toward theperipherywhose treatment is often approximatedby aGaussian
curve [60, 61].Meanwhile, theGFdescribing 1Dedgedetectionprocessing closely resembles the 1st-differentiation
operator.Wenowdemonstrate various aspects of the parallel imageprocessingunlocked through theproposed
reciprocal passive bianisotropicmetasurface havingnormal susceptibility components. In thisway, thehomogeneous
susceptibilities are tailored in amanner that the angular spectrumof the reflection response belonging to the
metasurface obeys the transfer functionof the edgedetectionoperatorwhile that of the transmission coefficient
approximates theGaussian-shaped transfer functionpertaining to the imageblurring operator, in the vicinity of
θ=0° (seefigure9(a)). Figure 9(b) compares the exact and synthesized spatial transfer functions at reflection and
transmissionmodes.The results illustrate a perfect consistency inside the regionof ∣ ∣W k0.35 0. Thequantities of
theutilized susceptibilities are quite feasible and listed in the captionof the samefigure. To inquire theperformanceof
ourmulti-operatormetasurface in realizingparallel imageprocessing, the image illustrated infigure10(a) is
considered as the input imagefieldwhere its inner andouter domainshavedifferent intensities. The transmitted and
reflected images are numerically simulated and the corresponding transversefieldprofiles are displayed in
figures 9(b), (d), respectively.As expected, the 1Dedge-detectormetasurface successfully exposes all outlines of the
normally incident image along thehorizontal orientations, in the transmissionmode (seefigure9(b)). This iswhile all
the prevalent edgedetection schemes compulsorily operate at oblique incidences [21]orneedbulky Fourier lenses to
do theirmissionupon illuminatingbynormally input signals [63]. Figure 9(c)demonstrates the feasibility of image
blurring process,where thehigh-frequency components of the input image are quite removedwhen it is spatially

Figure 8.The amplitude and phase of theGFs associatedwith (a) theCIDE solving operators implemented for θ=0° and θ=63°
channels, respectively. The input signals of both channels are a Sinc-shaped function. The synthesized and ideal GFs are indicatedwith
solid and dashed lines, respectively and (b) thefirst-order differentiation. (c), (d)The input and output signals of the normal and
oblique channels, respectively. The utilized non-zero susceptibilities are c = - k1.8707xx

ee 0, c = k1.156xz
ee 0, c = - k3.159zz

ee 0,
c = - j k10.020zy

em 0, and c = k2.133yy
mm 0.
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mappedvia the bianisotropicmetasurface into the reflected image.As emphasized, the proposedbianisotropic
metasurfaces can realize 1Dedgedetection and since thedifferentiationhas been executed along xdirection, only the
vertical edges have been extracted. In a similar setup, a bianisotropicmetasurface carryingout differentiation alongy
direction couldbe employed to resolve thehorizontal edges. Besides, in order to extend these functionalities to 2D
scenarios, twodifferentwaysmaybe feasible: combining two identical differentiators rotated by90◦with respect to
eachother [19] and cascading two separate differentiatorswhere thefirst layer is responsible for extracting edges along
the x (or y)direction and the second layer is designed for detecting edges along the y (or x)direction,maybe feasible
[18]. In thisway, all thehorizontal andvertical edges of the original image canbe elaborately resolved.

In overall, armedwith a homogeneous reciprocal and passive bianisotropicmetasurface exposing normal
susceptibilities, the proposedmulti-channel architecture executes themultiple delivered image processing
missions, simultaneously.We again emphasize one the vital role of normal polarizationwhich cannot be
replacedwith a dual tangential susceptibility profile, because themetasurface computer of this paper deals with
multiple projections fromdifferent angular directions [55].

5.Methods

The results offigure 3were simulated by using Time domain solver inCST full-wave commercial software. The
open add space boundary conditionswere assigned to thewalls along all directions and a planewavewith

Figure 9. (a)The schematic view of the proposedmulti-channel image processing scheme realized by a bianisotropicmetasurface
augmented by normal susceptibility components and (b)The comparison between the phase and amplitude of the exact and
synthesizedGFs associatedwith edge detection and blurring image processing operators for normally input signals. The values of the
non-zero susceptibility components are as follows: c = k7.15xx

ee 0, c = k10xz
ee 0, c = k3.129zz

ee 0, c = - j k9.060zy
em 0, and

c = - k0.558yy
mm 0.

Figure 10.Demonstration of the parallel image processing capability of the proposed bianisotropicmetasurface excited fromnormal
direction. (a) Input image, (b) edge detection (transmitted image) and (c) image blurring (reflected image) schemes.
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variable angle was utilized as the excitation source. The amplitude and phase of the scattered fields at the far-field
domain have been recorded and the corresponding results have been given infigures 3(b), (c), (e), and (f). The
spatially-dispersive transfer functions (GFs)were obtained by the closed-formnon-local reflection or
transmission coefficient of the designed bianisotropicmetasurfaces in equations (12), (13)Moreover, using the
Fourier expansion of the inputfields as the superposition of planewaveswith different illumination angles, the

outputfields were calculated by ò - -
-

+ ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )H k f k jk x jk z kexp d
k W

k W
x x x z xmeta ,

x

x

0

0
. Here, f (x) denotes the

transverse profile of the inputfield,W is its spatial bandwidth, and k0x= k0 sinθinc refers to thewavenumber of
the zero-harmonic planewave along the x direction.

6. Conclusion

To conclude, we have theoretically illustrate how the normal susceptibilities of a homogeneous passive and
reciprocal bianisotropicmetasurface can be tailored to realize different image/signal processingmissions at the
same time. Various appealingwave-based functionalities have been unlocked for the first time via the proposed
GSTC/GF-based design framework including, but not limited to, solving CODEs/CIDEs only by a single zero-
thickness interface andmulti-channel image/signal processing implementing asymmetric/symmetric spatial
transfer functions upon normal incidences. The sophisticated realization of the latter casemakes the previous
works to address only the even-symmetric 2nd-differentiation in their demonstrations [20], leaving the room
free formore advanced signal processing operators. The strategy presented in this paper, however, would be very
promising as the basic design framework formany all-optical parallel computing architectures. Several
illustrative simulations for demonstrating signal and image processing functions have supported this study and
their realization possibility has been conceptually assessed. The proposed design framework overcomes the
substantial restrictions imposed by previousworks such as large architectures arising from the need of additional
sub-blocks, slow responses, executing only single processingmission, andmost importantly, supporting only
the even-symmetricmathematical operations for normal input signals.We expect this work to pave theway
towards realizing compact all-optical computing devices for executingmulti-channel advanced signal/image
processing [17, 64].
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